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14G 1/2" or 16G 3/8"  Steel Gem Captives.
Starting at  $3.48/6 pc pack per size and color SC-
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Ethics matters. In life and in business. Bombshell Accessories/ Metal Mafia 
trades on that principle. In the era of cutthroat and carelessness, we choose 
commitment and accountability. No excuses. No slack. No margin for error. 

Bombshell Accessories/Metal Mafia is the result of three people’s dedication 
to doing it right every time, in a world where things being done wrong has 
become the norm. We make jewelry, but our company also makes a home 
for both the people who work here and the people we serve. Our style is as 
persuasive as our honesty. Our quality is as irreproachable as our integrity. 

Our designs are as righteous as we are.

CATALOGS AVAILABLE 
FOR DOWNLOAD ON OUR 

WEBSITE.

New internally threaded and threadless 
ASTM-F136 titanium, internally and 

externally threaded 316L steel, 
borosilicate glass and novelty jewelry.

DISCLAIMER: Piercers 
and shops appearing in 
any section may have 

viewpoints that are not 
shared by Metal Mafia. 

Pictures shown may 
have been taken before 

COVID-19.
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VTX995- Medium
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JANUARY BESTSELLER KITS
316L STEEL

Ear Barbells
All ear barbells are 16G 1/4” 

with an 2.5mm ball

Black, Gold, and Rose Gold jewelry is 
PVD Coated. Opals are synthetic.

ITEM: #BSBRT
20 Pieces for $43.70

Navel 
Curves

25 Pieces for $101.25
All novelty navel jewelry is 14G 3/8”

ITEM: #BSN

SBNAMN6

SBRTMQ

SBNACZ4CL

SBNAMN1S

SBNAHP16

SBNABEE2
SBNAELP5

SBNAELP9

SBNAFL24

SBNAMG11

Gem 
Moves!

SBNAOPL5

SBNAOPL7WH

SBNAPCK4

SBNAPN2RG

SBNAMR1

SBNAMN14BK

SBNADFL1VM

SBNABFL1AB

SBNABFBW

Sold as 
a set

SBNA252CL

SBNAFL11
SBNAHR14CL

Sold as 
a set

SBNABB

SBNAU7S

Universal 
navel 

curves are 
great for 
double 
belly 

piercings!

SBNAFL15BZ

SBRTBD2G

SBRTPN1S

SBRTBD1S

SBRTELP3

SBRTCT1

SBRTCZ3AB

SBRTGM

SBRTMN3HM

SBRTRS2

SBNASUN9SWH

SBRTMOON

SBRTSUN2RG SBRTSUN3S

SBRTWNG3S

SBRTFIL5S

SBRTFIL6S

SBRTCZ10CL

SBRTCZ12AB

SBRTCZ11CL

SBRTARCL
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Black, Gold, and Rose Gold jewelry is PVD Coated. Opals are synthetic.

316L STEEL

ITEM: #BSIND Charm fully assembled on a 14G, 1 1/4” barbell.  Packaged with an additional 1 3/8” and 
11/2” barbells with an extra 2 balls and silicone rings.

Industrials 12 Pieces for $49.83

SBRINDELP

SBRINDTW1BK

SBRINDINFCL

SBRINDCZ1CL

SBRINDMN4HM

Natural Hematite
Hematite PVD Coated

ITEM: #BSNIPPLE
All nipple jewelry is 14G 9/16”

12 Pairs for $133.52

Nipple Jewelry

SBRINDVD3

SBRINDSN1SWH

White Peal and AB Gem

SBRIND6RG

Best Selling Clickers
Slide in and click closed.

$5.43 per piece

SSC7165/16CL
For septum/daith

White Opal
$9.09 per piece

SRC5GSOWH
For rook

SNPC9S

$12.60 per pair

Nipple 
clicker 
stirrup

Black Opal

SBRINDMN3BK

SBRIND90WH

SBRINDLTSCL

SBRINDFIL3WH

White Opal

S l
id

e i
n a

nd click closed. Safe for initial piercings!

SNPC18GOWH

Nipple Clicker

Universal

White Opal SNPGRPCL

SNPFNGBK

NPWNG

White Opal

NPORPWHNPLTS

SNPC24CL

SNPPF

SNPGHRPCL SNPGRPCLSNPGHRPPK

SNPMNDL316L STEEL

316L STEEL

For tragus/cartilage

$9.35 per piece

SEC6GSCL SSC8165/16CLWH
For septum/daith

White Opal
$9.80 per piece

SSC27161/4S
For septum/daith

$3.75 per piece

SSC28161/4RG
For septum/daith

$6.38 per piece

Nipple clicker 
stirrup

SNPC23THW

$13.00 per pair
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16G Externally Threaded Steel Gem Labrets
Available in 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" 7/16 and" 1/2"
Starting at  $0.60/piece per size and color. SLBE16-

GEM LABRET EXPANSION
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From Foster Care To Fostering a Great 
Piercing Experience

I’ve always been into body modification and the body art 
industry period. Darion Griffith a tattoo artist friend of mine, 
helped me get my foot in the door! I started piercing myself at a 
young age and really liked being able to do that. I was probably 
19 or 20. Then I pierced friends, and it went from there. I’ve been 
piercing officially now for about 2 years. 

I’m very humble about having had the opportunity to get into a 
shop. I had gone to so many shops that would not give me the 
time of the day, and then I finally got the lady at the first shop I 
worked at to take me on and that was so helpful. The lady there 
didn’t want to pierce anymore so I had to learn everything on my 
own and did a lot of my own research. 

About 6 months later, the artists there decided to close and move 
to Florida to work on their art, so I talked the lady who hired me 
into reaching out to John Rheaume at Empire of Ink, and she did, 
and she set up an appointment for me to meet him. Of course 
then I didn't have hardly any body mods or tattoos, but he gave 
me the chance and an opportunity. So I am incredibly grateful 
for John. He has made me a strong woman, I can honestly say 
that. He has helped me better my family’s life, and he’s helped me 
better myself as a person. It wasn’t easy at first. I was just another 
piercer, and there was already another full time piercer too.

I want to be a jill-of-all-trades--I’m an apprentice for tattooing as 
well and I’ve been working on that for two years, but honestly, my 
piercing has taken off so much I really don’t have much time for 
the tattooing. I didn’t think when I was in high school, that I would 
end up being a piercer. I actually have a culinary arts degree. 
That’s what I thought I would be doing, but I wound up having 
kids really young, like in my early twenties, and I could just not 
work the crazy hours per day you had to work to be a sous-chef 
or a chef without missing most of my kids’ life. 

Even though there are more female piercers now, it really is 
a male dominated industry. And a lot of times being a female, 
you’re looked at like you’re just another pretty chick, or someone 
doing this just for the money to bring home a paycheck, but it is 
not like that at all for me. I honestly love doing what I do, I love 
being able to add adornments to people and help them feel better 
about their situation. I had a lady who had a double mastectomy 
and had to have reconstructive surgery and she had no nipples, 
so I literally pierced her and created nipples for her, and she was 
so happy. 

I love it when elderly people come in and want to get something 
simple done--like a nose pierced--and then they like it and come 
back and want to get something else pierced. You’ve taken their 
mindset off the idea that “I’m too old for this, or it’s not going to 
look good on me…”  and changed it to “This is a decoration on my 
body and it’s really cool”. Darcy, for example, didn’t think she was 
going to be into it, but I did like 6 piercings on her in one sitting--
she was a trooper and getting close to her 70s. But I took a picture 

of her ear, edited it and made designs on it and showed her 
what it would look like… We did an industrial, a snug, a tragus, 
a helix, and a double conch. You just never know who you 
are going to meet or what life they are coming from. Getting a 
piercing helps them out of having a bad day or going through 
something traumatic in their lives, or makes them feel good 
about themselves. 

I’ve been on my own since I was little. I grew up in foster 
care--my mom gave me up when I was 3 months old--and I 
didn’t really have a stable place, and I pretty much had to 
do everything on my own from a young age--and learn hard 
lessons really early in life--like don’t ever let someone tell 
you that you can’t do something or are not going to amount 
to anything in life, because if you work hard and believe it 
yourself, there is is nothing you can’t do. 

My biggest role model is another lady online, Tattoo Baby. She 
started piercing and had an extremely rough apprenticeship. 
She got sexually harassed a lot, told she was just another pretty 
face and was never going to amount to anything, that kind of 
thing. She is now YouTube famous, and it kind of makes me 
feel special that she reached out to me. She now owns her own 
shop. And that makes me realize how lucky I was that I landed 
at Empire, because they have been great, but the first shop I 
worked at, for example, I posted my piercing certificate online, 
and they did not like that so they made me clean the entire 
shop with a toothbrush. 

I also have another role model in the shop. Her name is Dani. 
She has been tattooing now for 4 years. She proves to me that 
no matter what you do, if you want it bad enough, you can 
make it happen. She has been mentoring me on my light and 
dark shadowing, and on my line work. It took her awhile to 
come around to me, because a lot of times, females are really 
competitive, but she has been amazing to me. 

Like anything else, you have to be willing to learn from your 
mistakes. Like I failed at my first septum piercing. The first one 
I did, I wasn’t sure what to look for, and I didn’t know to look 

Krystal Ashlock from Empire of Ink in 
Little Rock, Arkansas
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to see if someone had a deviated septum, and I didn’t know it 
would keep the jewelry from sitting right. The first girl I pierced 
had one, and I ended up doing a lot of research to find out why 
it didn’t look right for her.  So then I started doing consultations 
first, so that I could see the client’s anatomy and feel to see how 
the jewelry would sit on them, and counsel them appropriately 
to either get the piercing if possible, or to talk to them about 
piercing something else that would be better for them instead. I 
just won’t do it if I think it won’t work, and that’s important to me. 
You really have to feel the person’s nose. The best way to decide 
is to have the client tilt her head back and you can really see the 
nostrils and check how much the nostrils flare, and if one side 
is flaring a lot more than the other, I don’t do it, because I don’t 
want someone to be unhappy with what I do for them or regret 
their choice. For example, I see a lot of shops who do snake eyes, 
but I have researched it and it concerns me that you are taking 
muscles and either putting a curved or straight barbell in it, 
and it can give you a speech impediment, and cause long term 
issues, and I just don’t want to be a part of causing someone 
problems like that.

I love where I work, because I don’t have to work such long 
hours and that allows me to be home with my kids and to really 
be there for them. Like my 13 year-old really likes it when I am 
home, because we can watch TV together or do puzzles together. 
My son, Draven, is really creative. He is a great artist and he 
has all his art supplies, and he builds things with legos and stuff 
like that, and it is so cool because the things he has in his mind 
blow me away--I could never make anything like that. And I like 
being creative, too. I make a lot of beaded jewelry and chainmail 
jewelry. I used to be really big into poetry but I haven’t written a 
lot lately. In high school, I was actually in Who’s Who In Poetry. 

This year has been really crazy, because of the pandemic. Before 
COVID-19 I was doing really good, but after we came back from 
being quarantined and shut down for a while, I was doing even 
more work-- like 110 piercings a week! I think that, because 
people were quarantined for so long, they came out and were 
like “I’ve been waiting 3 months to get my nose pierced!”  When 
they come out to finally get their piercings done, they decide to 

keep coming back for more. 
I even have one lady who 
comes in and gets piercings, 
let’s them heal, and then 
takes them out and tries 
something else. I’ve never 
had that happen before, but 
I feel like it’s because people 
really want to express 
themselves now. 

Metal Mafia has good quality, 
affordable jewelry, with nice 
pieces. A lot of the other 
places I’ve ordered from, 
take 8-10 weeks to send us 
our jewelry. When I have 
special orders that I need for customers, you guys get to us 
really quick. Let’s say I do 15 nipple piercings in a weekend, and 
then have to turn around and order on Monday or Tuesday, I 
know I’ll get it by the end of the week and not have to wait 8-10 
weeks. It affects the shop’s business, and the piercer’s business, if 
we don’t have the jewelry--we would have to turn that customer 
away if we were ordering from those other places. 

Every year, around the holidays, we do a program at the shop 
called Toys for Tats. You bring in a $20 toy with a receipt. Then 
you talk about the art you are looking to have done, and you get 
half off the piece you choose because of the toy you brought. 
It’s a really popular program, but it’s been a little tough this 
year, because our governor is telling people to stay home and 
is talking about shutting things down again, so I think that’s 
scaring people some. The program benefits the Youth Centers 
of Arkansas and it’s for kids in group homes or foster care, so 
it really means a lot to me, because I know what those kids are 
going through. And it’s not just for young kids--we do things 
for older kids, too--like for girls, we get them make-up, jewelry, 
things to make them feel special about themselves. It really helps 
those kids to know that people care about them so they don’t 
have to feel so alone.

DISCLAIMER: Piercers and shops appearing in any section may have viewpoints that are not shared by Metal Mafia. 
Pictures shown may have been taken before COVID-19.

Toys for Tats 2019
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Model: Tegan Shmegan

Check out more Valentine’s Day Jewelry On Page 14

SNPCHR1S

S
S

SNPC21

S

SNPCST1

PK
OWH

CL

STARTING AT $8.68 PER PAIR
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MONDAY, January 25th Is
National Nipple Piercing Day
#nationalnipplepiercingday
Nipple piercings, according to a lot of the piercers who have appeared in our spotlight section, are often about empowerment. You have told us that 
some people choose to get their nipples pierced to give themselves confidence, some choose them to mark a recovery from a health scare, some 
choose them to take control of their sexuality, and more. This year, national nipple piercing day is January 25th. Make plans in advance to draw 
your local community in by getting clever about how you celebrate this day at your studio. Here are some ideas: 

Once you’ve got your idea, make sure you get the word out. Contact 
your local paper’s events section or your favorite radio station to get 
help in publicizing what you are doing--you can usually get free press 
in those spaces and help drive traffic to your studio. If you have a local 
mammography center nearby, let them know about what you are doing, 
and ask them to make fliers you provide about your special available at 
their front desk--or go rogue and paper the parking lot. These strategies 
can work even if you are appointment-only right now because of COVID. 
Make the day last a week if you need to!  Use your social media to let your 
community know that you are celebrating nipple piercings all month 
even. You can pick any 4 of the above ideas and run one each week 
throughout January. 

Focusing on one specific piercing can help to drive your business, and 
also create a common sense of purpose for you and your clients.  

Encourage Mammograms
Women often put off breast screening because they are too 
busy, too scared, or not aware of the dangers of not being 
screened. Celebrate breast health by encouraging women in 
your community to go for their annual mammogram and then 
come in for a piercing to celebrate a clean bill of health.

Donate to Charity
Allocate a portion of the proceeds for each nipple piercing you 
perform on January 25th to a breast cancer charity like Breast 
Cancer Research Foundation (www.bcrf.org). Let customers 
know in advance they can make themselves and those battling 
cancer everywhere feel beautiful on the same day. 

Exclusive Time
Dedicate an hour of the day exclusively to men wanting to 
be pierced and an hour exclusively to women wanting to be 
pierced that day. Sometimes customers feel more comfortable 
coming into a same-sex atmosphere for an intimate piercing. 
Publicize the dedicated times and staff them with same sex 
piercers where possible to encourage customers to take the 
leap. 

New Jewelry
Feature a new line of nipple jewelry in your case and on your 
Instagram in the week leading up National Nipple Piercing Day 
to bring in customers who are already pierced and encourage 
them to bring a friend in to get pierced while they shop the 
new styles.

Have a Drive
Run a “bra drive” for women in shelters, encouraging any 
customer scheduling a piercing that day to bring in a new or 
gently used bra for women in need. 

Showcase Art
Create an online art exhibit showcasing the nipple piercings you have 
done in advance of the day to de-stigmatize breast-feeding, and bring 
awareness to the beauty and power of breasts.

SNPC9RGOWH
$15.40/piece

Model: Rachel 
Piercer: Jessie Quiterio
      @whiterabbitbodypiercing
Photo Credits: Thomas Somebody 
      @THOMASSOMEBODY 
Shop: Red House Irons
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Friday, February 7th Is
National Ear Piercing Day
#nationalearpiercingday

Titanium Assorted Octogon Clear 
Gem Earring Stud Display

20G | Includes 24 Pairs of 3MM & 
12 Pairs of Each: 4MM, 5MM & 6MM

Display Measures 4"x6" | Holds 60 Pairs
$264.96 ATSTUDOCL

Titanium Threadless Natural Stone 
Cabochon Disc Ends

Available in 2.5MM. 3MM. 4MM & 5MM
Starting at $3.50/Piece TTCD-

Titanium Threadless Synthetic 
Opal Disc Ends

Available in 2.5MM. 3MM. 4MM & 5MM
Starting at $3.25/Piece TTOD-

Titanium Threadless Swarovski Gem Cluster Ends 
1 Large 4MM Gem & 3 Small Clear Gems

$6.76/Piece TTRHCZ-

ASTM F-136 Titanium Threadless Jewelry

Titanium Threadless Post-Only 
Straight Barbell
Available in 10G-18G

Lengths: 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8", 3/4"
 7/8", 1", 1 1/4", 1 3/8" & 1 1 /2" 

10G & 12G Only Available Up To 3/4"
Starting at $2.80/Piece TTBR-

Titanium Threadless Post-Only Helix Labrets 
Available in 18G & 16G | 2.5MM Back  Available: 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" & 

3/8"   $3.30/Piece TTHLB-

Titanium Threadless Pyramid Stud Ends
4MM Pyramid Stud

Starting at $3.57/Piece TTRHPYST-
Titanium Threadless Swarovski Gem Disc Ends

Available in 2.5MM, 3MM, 4MM & 5MM
Starting at $18.00/6 Piece Pack TTGD-

Titanium Threadless 
Post-Only Fixed Ball 

Barbell
Available in 18G & 16G | 2.5MM 

Back  Available: 3/16", 1/4", 
5/16" & 3/8"   $3.38/Piece 

TTBR-
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ASTM F-136 TITANIUM 
THREADLESS STAR 
CRESCENT ENDS. 
TTRHCST 

25G pin (.455mm) fits 
10G - 18G threadless 
posts HIGH POLISH: 
$7.60 ANODIZE: For 
30 cents more you can 
anodize these to any of 
the below colors. 

Blue, Bronze, Blurple, Dark 
Blue, Dark Purple, Golden, 
Light Blue, Pink, Light Pink, 
Purple, Rosy Gold, Yellow
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14G 9/16" Nipple Barbell
$2.35 SNPKY1

14G Prepackaged Industrial Barbell
$5.60 SBRINDHR3

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$3.11 per piece SBNAHR12-

CL  PK 

14G 3/8" Navel Ring 
S -$2.97 BK-$4.45 SBNAHR2-

BKS

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$4.17 SBNAHRBEE2

16G 5/16"Curved Barbell
$2.35 SCRVHR5

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
S- $3.71 G- $4.86 SBNAHRBEE1-

GS

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
 $4.06 per piece SBNAHR15-

RDPK

16G 5/16" Curved Barbell 
$2.80 SCRVKY2

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$6.80 SBNAHR52

14G 9/16" Nipple Barbell
$2.80 per piece SNPARW-

CL

PK

RD

16G 5/16" Curved Barbell
$3.03 per piece SCRVARW-

PK RD

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$4.00 per piece SBNAHR11-

CLRD

Valentine's Day Styles

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
S- $3.77 G- $5.66 SBNAHR4-

GS

16G 1/4" Tragus/Ear Barbell
S- $1.20 G- $1.88 SBRTHR2-

G

S

GS

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
S- $4.77 G- $5.69 SBNAHR19-

GS
16G 5/16" Curved Barbell 

S- $1.62 G- $2.28 SCRVHR7-

14G Prepackaged Industrial Barbell
S- $3.45 RG-$9.00 SBRINDFIL6-

S

RG 

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
 $6.11 SBNAHRBW

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
 $4.34 SBNACZ7
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14G Prepackaged Industrial Barbell
$2.70 per piece SBRINDHR5-

RD

BK

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$3.94 SBNAHR5

14G 3/8" Navel Ring 
$3.42 SBNAHR6

14G 9/16" Nipple Barbell
$9.00 per piece SNPOHRP-

WH

RD

PK

LPRP

16G 3/8" Seamless Ring 
$3.02 per piece SSHRDVL-

S

BK RD

14G Prepackaged Industrial Barbell
S- $2.42 BK-$5.08 SBRINDHR4-

BK

S

16G 1/4" Tragus/Ear Barbell
$1.52 per piece SBRTHR3-

RDBK

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
CL- $ 3.82  BK-$4.22  SBNAHR3-

CL RD

titanium styles

14G 3/8" Navel Ring
$7.20 SBNABFBW

14G 3/8" Navel Ring 
$3.34 per piece SBNAHR10-

BK RD

BK RD

16G 5/16" Curved Barbell
$2.20 per piece SCRVHR6-

14G 3/8" Navel Ring 
$2.70 SBNAVD4

14G 3/8" Navel Ring 
$2.67 SBNAHR105

14G 3/8" Navel Ring 
$5.26 SBNABEAR1S

14G 3/8" or 7/16" 
$28.92 per piece TBNAHR-

CR VMAB AM AP

14G 3/8" or 7/16" 
$16.52 per piece TBNIPGHR14-

LV PKCL

14G 3/8" or 7/16" 
$16.52 per piece TBNIPGFL14-

LV PKCL AM

16G 3/8" Seamless Ring 
$3.02 SHRSPKE

16G/18G Internally 
Threaded 

Replacement End 
$2.86 SRHHRT16




